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Their aim is to build a complete eco-system that feeds Squidmuun holders on each
new project launched by Squidmuun Team. Where new launches will be new or
improved contracts with attractive mechanics launched on the Binance blockchain.

What is Squidmuun? 

Squidmuun is an Automatic airdrop meme token on the Binance blockchain.
Following on the steps and hype of muu and squid coin What makes it unique against
other tokens is our plans and long-term vision for various utilities and our love for the
community, we see ourselves as for the community and to the community, we also
plan to give 1% muu rewards. This makes Squidmuun holder's numbers increase as
transactions will also increase.
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On our road map our paw wallet will have users track their rewards gained from
reflections, wallet balance, coin valuation, and more.

Our largest project in the works is our NFT marketplace. We will allow users to create
and buy/auction their own NFTs and plan to allow users to donate a % to helping save
wildlife especially aquatic animals.
We also have future plans to launch a merchandise store and that allows user to buy
and share our Rac  swag.

Squidmuun was born with the goal of being a decentralized project with a purpose.
Squidmuun is a token with a serious mission to raise awareness and help bring crypto
adoption to the main stream with new concepts such as rewards, NFTS, decentralized
exchanges, and credit card for crypto payment on our website.

Squidmuun NFTs

ABSTRACT

Squidmuun, a big dream
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VALUES

TRUST

LONGEVITY
Squidmuun is in for the long haul. The decentralized
community is fostering and adopting long term
development of the ecosystem and foundation in efforts to
drive real use cases, and greater rewards beyond any
temporary trends

TRANSPARENCY

Squidmuun is decentralized and supported by its community
of enthusiasts. We encourage open communication and
believe trust, transparency, and community are the 3 pillars
to building longevity.

COMMUNITY

Squidmuun is one of the fastest growing and most loved
communities in crypto we believe that only together we are
strong. Community is everything and Squidmuun strives to
include everyone from around the globe. We have multiple
telegram channels dedicated to our international communities.

In cryptocurrency market trust is paramount. That means full
transparency not only in the community and development
but also in security efforts. Squidmuun has been audited by a
third party dessert finance and has burned and locked
majority of the LP tokens. No rug pulls here only cute bunnies.
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Squidmuun Token

How Does BnB Work?
BnB, like other cryptocurrencies, is blockchain technology. Imagine a very long chain
of blocks—all of the information contained in each block is added to every newly-
created block along with the new data. Throughout the network is a distributed and
identical copy of the blockchain. This blockchain is validated by a network of
automated programs that reach a consensus on the validity of transaction
information. No changes can be made to the blockchain unless the network reaches a
consensus, which makes it very secure.

What is BNB?
BNB is the cryptocurrency coin that powers the BNB Chain ecosystem. As one of the
world's most popular utility tokens, not only can you trade BNB like any other
cryptocurrency, you can also use BNB in a wide range of applications and use cases.

Binance coin initially ran on the Ethereum blockchain with ERC 20 standard but has
since become the native coin of the Binance chain. It was launched during an initial
coin offering (ICO) in July 2017 and has a strict maximum of 200 million BNB tokens. It
offered 10%, or 20 million, BNB tokens to angel investors, 40%, or 80 million, tokens to
the founding team, and the remaining 50%, or 100 million, to the various participants
through the ICO process.2

Almost half the funds raised during the ICO process were intended to be used for
Binance branding and marketing, while around one-third were used to build the
Binance platform and perform necessary upgrades to the Binance ecosystem.

BNB was initially based on the Ethereum network but is now the native currency of
Binance's own blockchain, the Binance chain.

We are not responsible for the actions of the BnB network 
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https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/ethereum.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/news/what-erc20-and-what-does-it-mean-ethereum/
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/initial-coin-offering-ico.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/angelinvestor.asp


Liquidity tokens are locked.
 

1% MUU rewards and regular giveaways and contests in the
future.

Squidmuun is fully decentralized and owned by its fun, vibrant
community. We welcome and embrace diverse perspectives
to build Squidmuun into the best community in crypto. With a
do-good mission of helping save dogs in need.

ECOSYSTEM

LOCKED LP

REWARDS AND GIVEAWAYS

COMMUNITY-POWERED
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Squidmuun Protocols

Squidmuun employs 3 simple functions: Reflection + LP acquisition + Burn. In each trade,
the transaction is charged a 15% fee on buying and 20% while selling, which is split 4 ways.
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BUYS: 
 

9% buys
 
 
 

2% to LP
 

6% to marketing
 

1% Muu Rewards

Sells:
 

9% Sell fees
 
 
 
 

2% to LP
 

6% Marketing
 

1% Muu rewards



Squidmuun reserves the right to edit this White Paper at any time.

HOP MAP07
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08 TOKENOMICS & STATS

SQUIDMUUN TOTALSUPPLY 
 1,000,000,000,000 9% Buy!

6% Marketing
2% Liquidity Pool
1% muu rewards

Muuinu rewards 9% Sell Tax

CONTRACT:0xe6c14c144ce8d53cb9bb5d4669009a27e55d057b

GRAPH::https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xe6c14c144ce8d53cb9bb5d4669009a27e55d057b

PANCAKESWAPhttps://pancakeswap.finance/swap/0xe6c14c144ce8d53cb9bb5d4669009a27e55d057b

Squidmuun reserves the right to edit this White Paper at any time.

https://poocoin.app/tokens/0xe6c14c144ce8d53cb9bb5d4669009a27e55d057b


Thank You
Stay Updated

TG: HTTPS://T.ME/SQUIDMUUNTG: HTTPS://T.ME/SQUIDMUUN


